






















HOMOLOGICAL SECTIONS OF LIE ALGEBROIDS
ANDREW JAMES BRUCE
Abstract. We examine Lie (super)algebroids equipped with a homological section, i.e., an odd section that
‘squares to zero’, we refer to such Lie algebroids as Q-Lie algebroids. Such Lie algebroids are a natural general-
isation of Q-manifolds and Lie superalgebras equipped with a homological element. Amongst other results, we
show that, via the derived bracket formalism, the space of sections of a Q-Lie algebroid comes equipped with
an odd Loday–Leibniz bracket.
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1. Introduction
Q-manifolds are supermanifolds equipped with an odd vector field, usually denoted as Q and referred to as
a homological vector field, that satisfies 2Q2 = [Q,Q] = 0 (see [1, 38, 39, 41]). As we have a Z2-graded Lie
bracket on the module of vector fields this condition is non-trivial. Such supermanifolds appear in physics via
the BRST formalism [4, 40], the homological vector field is the BRST differential. In mathematics, Q-manifolds
offer a neat formulation of Lie algebroids and some of their relatives such as Courant algebroids (see [37, 42]).
Formulating classical notions in terms of Q-manifolds often allows for a clear geometric picture to emerge, for
example a simple notion of Lie algebroid morphisms is obtained via this approach. Another example of the
power of employing Q-manifolds is Kontsevich’s proof of the formality theorem, which is essential in his proof
that all Poisson manifolds admit a deformation quantisation [25]. There are many other instances where the
‘Q-philosophy’ has shed light on difficult questions, a very incomplete list includes [6, 13, 23, 43, 45]. The
classical understanding of a Lie algebroid, due to Pradines [36], is as a vector bundle together with a Lie
bracket on its space of sections and an anchor map from the vector bundle to the tangent bundle of the base
manifold, that satisfy some natural compatibility conditions (see Definition 1.1). A Lie algebroid can be seen as
a generalisation of a tangent bundle and its sections as a generalisation of vector fields. The general mantra here
is that the tangent bundle of a manifold can be replaced with a Lie algebroid in all the standard constructions
of differential geometry.
Classical Lie algebroids generalise verbatim to the setting of supermanifolds; in practice, this is just taking
care of the extra sign factors that arise. We suggest that Lie superalgebroids equipped with an odd section that
self-commutes with respect to the super-Lie bracket are natural generalisations of the notion of a Q-manifold
and a Lie superalgebra equipped with a homological element [28] (see Definition 2.1). This condition is, in
general, just as the case for homological vector fields, non-trivial. We refer to such odd sections as homological
sections and a Lie superalgebroid equipped with such a section as a Q-Lie algebroid. It is well-known that many
deformation problems are controlled by homological elements of a Lie superalgebra, or rather the cohomology
they define. This observation goes back to at least De Wilde & Lecomte [12] in the context of deformation
quantisation. In particular, they looked for graded Lie algebras such that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the algebraic structures they were interested in and degree one homological elements of the graded Lie
algebra. The idea that algebraic notions can be encoded in this way has been generalised in many directions,
including homotopy algebras over any quadratic Koszul operad (see Ginzburg & Kapranov [16]). A particular
realisation for this is Voronov’s construction of L∞-algebras via higher derived brackets (see [44]). Homotopy
Leibniz algebras were also given in similar terms by Ammar & Poncin (see [2]).
Another motivation for this work comes from Poisson/Schouten (super)geometry. In particular, in the clas-
sical setting, the canonical Poisson structure on T∗M , the canonical Schouten structure on ΠT∗M , and the de
Rham differential (a homological vector field) on ΠTM are equivalent manifestations of the smooth structure on
M . Poisson and Schouten structures on Lie superalgebroids, including their higher versions have been studied
(for the higher case see [7]). These structures can also themselves be encoded in particular homological vector
fields. In order to complete this picture it is natural to consider homological sections of Lie superalgebroids.
From this point on we will generally drop the prefix ‘super’ and understand, unless otherwise explicitly stated,
that all objects are Z2-graded. For example, by a manifold we will generally mean a supermanifold, and by a
Lie algebroid we will generally mean a Lie superalgebroid. In this paper we establish the following:
(1) A homological section of a Lie algebroid induces the structure of a differential Lie algebra on the Lie
algebra of sections, see Proposition 2.10. In turn, this implies that the sections of the Q-Lie algebroid
come equipped with an odd Loday–Leibniz bracket, see Proposition 2.11.
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(2) If a Lie algebroid is equipped with a homological section then the base manifold naturally comes with a
homological vector field, see Proposition 2.2. This homological vector field appears explicitly in the left
and right Leibniz rule for the odd Loday–Leibniz bracket, see Proposition 2.13 and Proposition 2.14.
We show that morphisms of Q-Lie algebroids induce morphisms of Q-manifolds between their respective
base manifolds, see Proposition 2.33.
(3) Given a Lie algebroid representation, the sections of the representing vector bundle canonically come
equipped with the structure of a differential module if the Lie algebroid comes with a homological
section, see Proposition 2.21.
(4) There is a bi-complex on Lie algebroid forms associated with a homological section, and this leads to a
Q-algebroid in the sense of Mehta [35]. Indeed, we obtain a class of examples of Q-algebroids (suitably
‘superised’) that are not directly related to double Lie algebroids (see [45] and references therein).
(5) If the modular class of the Lie algebroid vanishes, then the modular class associated with the Lie
derivative of a homological section also vanishes, see Proposition 2.36. This implies that one can find a
Berezin volume that is both invariant under the associated de Rham differential and the Lie derivative
with respect to the homological section, see Corollary 2.37.
Preliminaries. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic theory of supermanifolds understood as







(−)⊗Λ(θ1, · · · θm)
)
. Here, Λ(θ1, · · · θm) is the Grassmann algebra (over R) with m generators
and C∞
Rn
(−) is the sheaf of smooth function on Rn. We will denote a supermanifold by M = (|M |,OM ),
where |M | is the underlying reduced manifold and OM is a sheaf of superalgebras. We denote the Grassmann
parity of objects by ‘tilde’, i.e., Õ ∈ Z2. We will denote the algebra of global sections of a supermanifold as
C∞(M) := OM (|M |), and refer to then as functions. Morphisms of supermanifolds are morphisms of locally
super-ringed spaces. That is, a morphism φ :M → N consists of a pair φ = (|φ|, φ∗), where |φ| : |M | → |N | is a





that respect the restriction maps for every open |V | ⊂ |N |. Given any point on |M | we can always find a
‘small enough’ open neighbourhood |U | ⊆ |M | such that we can employ local coordinates xa := (xµ, θi). One
can work with local coordinates in more-or-less in the same way as one does on manifolds when it comes to
describing geometric objects and morphisms. The C∞(M)-module of vector fields we denote as Vect(M). The
space of sections, both even and odd, of a (geometric) vector bundle τ : E →M we will denote as Sec(E). The
even sections can be understood as ‘geometric sections’ of E, while odd sections as ‘geometric sections’ of ΠE.
We remark that we have a supermanifold version of the smooth Serre-Swan theorem (for a sketch of the proof
see [3]), which essentially states the equivalence of geometric vector bundles and algebraic vector bundles (i.e.,
sheaves of locally free OM -modules).
We also take it for granted that the reader has a grasp of the theory of Lie algebroids including their
numerous examples. Our standard reference for Lie groupoids and Lie algebroids is the book by Mackenzie [34].
For completeness, we will give the definition of a Lie algebroid (adapted to the setting of supermanifolds).
Definition 1.1 (Pradines [36]). A Lie algebroid is a triple (A, [−,−], ρ), where π : A→M is a vector bundle,
[−,−] is a Lie bracket on the vector space Sec(A) = Sec0(A)⊕ Sec1(A), referred to as the Lie algebroid bracket,
and a linear map ρ : Sec(A) → Vect(M), referred to as the anchor, that satisfies the Leibniz rule
[u, f v] = ρ(u)f v + (−1)ũf̃ f [u, v],
with u and v ∈ Sec(A) and f ∈ C∞(M).
It should be noted that one can deduce that the anchor is in fact a homomorphism of Lie algebras, i.e.,
ρ[u, v] = [ρ(u), ρ(v)]. By picking a ‘small enough’ open submanifold U = (|U |,OM ||U|) such that one can
employ local coordinates xa together with a local basis {tα} of Sec(A) and defining
[tα, tβ ] = (−1)






the Lie algebroid bracket can (locally) be written as











For brevity, we will often just write A for a Lie algebroid when no confusion can arise. It is well-known that
Lie algebroids have a very economic description in terms of Q-manifolds à la Vaintrob [42]. On a vector bundle
A, we have natural coordinates (xa, yα), the parity of these are denoted x̃a = ã and ỹα = α̃. The admissible










The antitangent bundle ΠA can then be defined as the supermanifold equipped with local coordinates (xa, ξα),
where the parity of the fibre coordinates has now been shifted, i.e., ξ̃α = α̃ + 1. The admissible changes of
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coordinates are the same as (1.2) upon replacing y with ξ. As the changes of the fibre coordinates on A are
linear, this replacement is valid and the resulting supermanifold ΠA is well-defined. The antitangent bundle also
comes with a natural N-grading, which we refer to as weight, defined by assigning weight zero to the coordinates
on the base manifold and weight one to the fibre coordinates. This assignment of weight is independent of the
Grassmann parity of the coordinates (see [43] for further details). A Lie algebroid structure on a vector bundle
A is equivalent to a weight one homological vector field on ΠA. By minor abuse of language, we will also refer
to (ΠA,Q) as a Lie algebroid. The bracket and anchor can be recovered using the derived bracket formalism of
Kosmann-Schwarzbach [26, 27] (also see Voronov [44]).
The general set-up of the derived bracket formalism (slightly adapted to our current needs) is as follows.
Given any differential Lie superalgebra (g, [−,−], δ) we have a derived bracket on g given by (a, b) := (−1)ã[δa, b].
This bracket is Grassman odd and in general not graded skewsymmetric. It does however satisfy an appropriate
version of the Jacobi identity, and thus we have an odd Loday–Leibniz bracket on g. In practice, the differential
is often an inner derivation. That is, δ = [q,−] for some odd element q. In order for this to be a differential,
i.e., δ2 = 0, it is clear that we must have [q, q] = 0. In other words, q must be homological.
We modify the definition of a Q-algebroid as given by Mehta [35] to the setting of supermanifolds. Essentially
we view a Q-algebroid as a Lie algebroid equipped with a compatible homological vector field. In a more
categorical language, a Q-algebroid is a Lie algebroid in the category of Q-manifolds, and vice versa. We
remark that the existence of a Q-Lie algebroid structure implies the existence of a Q-algebroid structure (see
Theorem 2.27).
Definition 1.2 (Mehta [35]). A Lie algebroid (ΠA,Q) equipped with a homological vector field of weight zero,
Ξ ∈ Vect(ΠA) that commutes with Q, i.e., [Q,Ξ] = 0, is referred to as a Q-algebroid.
By definition, a homological vector field is odd and so the condition that [Ξ,Ξ] = 0 is non-trivial. Furthermore,
note that the weight zero condition ensures that Ξ is projectable and that its projection is also homological. In










, Ξ = Ξa(x)
∂
∂xa




2. Homological sections and Q-Lie algebroids
2.1. Q-Lie algebroids: definition and examples. We now proceed to give the main definition of this paper.
Definition 2.1. Let (A, [−,−], ρ) be a Lie algebroid. A homological section of A is an odd section q ∈ Sec(A)
that ‘squares to zero’, i.e., 2q2 = [q, q] = 0. A Q-Lie algebroid is a Lie algebroid equipped with a distinguished
homological section.
We will denote a Q-Lie algebroid as (A, q) where the Lie algebroid bracket and anchor map are implied. For
brevity, we will write QLA for Q-Lie algebroid. Just as in the case of homological vector fields, the condition
[q, q] = 0 is, in general, not automatic.
Proposition 2.2. Let (A, q) be a QLA over M , i.e., π : A→M , and set Qq := ρ(q) ∈ Vect(M). Then (M,Qq)
is a Q-manifold.
Proof. This follows directly from the fact that the anchor map a homomorphism of Lie algebras, specifically
[ρ(q), ρ(q)] = ρ([q, q]) = 0.













Similarly, locally Qq = q
αQaα
∂











Remark 2.3. The homological vector field Qq ∈ Vect(M) may be the zero vector field. This will be the
case if M is a pure even manifold. One can easily see that the condition for a section to be homological is
becomes purely algebraic if the base is a pure even manifold. Specifically, if we pick a local basis {tl, τµ} with
t̃ = 0 and τ̃ = 1, then an odd section is locally of the form q = qµ(x)τµ. Then the homological condition is




µν , in general, this condition is non-trivial.
Example 2.4 (Zero Lie algebroids). Consider a vector bundle π : A→M in the category of supermanifolds. If
we equip this with the zero bracket and zero anchor then we have what we will refer to as a zero Lie algebroid.
Any odd section of A is by definition a homological section.
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Example 2.5 (Trivial homological sections). Let (A, [−,−], ρ) be a Lie algebroid. Then the zero section of A
is homological. We refer to this as the trivial homological section.





Example 2.7 (Lie algebras with a nilpotent element). A (finite-dimensional) Lie algebra (g, [−,−]) can be
considered as a Lie algebroid over a point. The vector bundle structure requires the ‘supermanifoldcation’
functor. That is, we replace the Z2-graded R-vector space g with the corresponding linear supermanifold, which
we denote as Smg. The vector bundle structure is
π : Smg → {⋆}.
We can identify Sec(Smg) with the original vector space g. Thus, a nilpotent element is an odd section of Smg,
or equivalently, an odd element of g such that [q, q] = 0. As a specific example, consider gl(1|1) which has two
even elements N and Z, and two odd elements ψ±, with the non-zero Lie brackets being [N,ψ±] = ±2ψ± and
[ψ+, ψ−] = Z. In particular, both ψ± are nilpotent, i.e., [ψ±, ψ±] = 0.
The above examples are the four extremes. Note that non-trivial homological sections cannot exist in the
category of ‘ordinary’ non-super Lie algebroids.
Example 2.8 (SUSY action Lie algebroid). Consider the N = 1 d = 1 supertranslation algebra gS which, in
terms of the even and odd generators t and τ , we write as [t, τ ] = 0, [τ, τ ] = t, with all other brackets being















where we have employed global coordinates (x, θ) on R1|1. The vector bundle structure is the trivial one
SmgS × R
1|1 → R1|1. Sections of this vector bundle can be considered as maps from R1|1 to gS, i.e., they are
objects of the form u = ut(x, θ)t + uτ (x, θ)τ . The Lie algebroid bracket is constructed in the same way as the
classical case. Specifically,











Any odd section of the form q = θq(x) t is homological. To see this observe that [q, q] = 2θ2q(x) q′(x) t = 0.
The associated homological vector field is Qq = θ q(x)
∂
∂x .
Example 2.9 (Cotangent bundles). Consider a manifold M equipped with an even Riemannian or even sym-
plectic structure. Then associated with these structures are the musical isomorphisms
♭ : Vect(M) → Ω1(M), ♯ : Ω1(M) → Vect(M),
where we are considering “even” one-forms, that is, the local basis δxa is taken to be of the same parity as the
corresponding ∂a. Then π : T
∗M → M is a Lie algebroid where we define ρ = ♯, and [α, β] = ♭ [ ♯α, ♯β ]. A
homological one-form corresponds to a homological vector field, i.e., q = ♭Q.
Aside. The cousin of ‘homological’ is ‘supersymmetric’. Loosely, supersymmetry is an odd element of a Lie algebra
that is the “square root” of some chosen even element. In particular, we can consider a Lie algebroid equipped with an
even and an odd section, h and q, respectively, that satisfy [q, q] = h. The vector fields on the base manifold also carry
a representation of supersymmetry, i.e., ρ(h) =: H and ρ(q) =: Q satisfy the d = 1 N = 1 supertranslation algebra, that
is, [Q,Q] = H. This is a generalisation of the SUSY action Lie algebroid (see Example 2.8).
2.2. Derived odd Loday–Leibniz brackets. We now turn our attention to some direct results including the
induced or derived odd Loday–Leibniz structure on the space of sections of a QLA.
Proposition 2.10. Let (A, q) be a QLA and set δ := [q,−]. Then (Sec(A), [−,−], δ) is a differential Lie algebra.
Proof. It is clear that as we have a homological section δ2 = 0. Thus, we need only check that δ acts as a
derivation over the Lie algebroid bracket. However, this is obvious in light of the Jacobi identity, that is, we
have an inner derivation. Explicitly,
δ[u, v] = [q, [u, v]] = [[q, u], v] + (−1)ũ [u, [q, v]] = [δu, v] + (−1)ũ [u, δv].

Proposition 2.11. Let (A, q) be a QLA. Then Sec(A) comes with an odd Loday–Leibniz bracket.
Proof. This follows from the fact that (Sec(A), [−,−], δ) is a differential Lie algebra (see Proposition 2.10) and
the derived bracket formalism (see [26]). Specifically, we define
(u, v) = (−1)ũ [[q, u], v],
with u and v ∈ Sec(A). A quick calculation shows that
(u, (v, w)) = ((u, v), w) + (−1)(ũ+1)(ṽ+1) (v, (u,w)).
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As (Sec(A), [−,−]) is, in general, non-Abelian, the resulting odd brackets are not (graded) skewsymmetric and
so we have an odd Loday–Leibniz bracket. The violation or ‘anomaly’ to the skewsymmetry is easily seen to be
given by
(2.1) (u, v) = −(−1)(ũ+1)(ṽ+1) (v, u) + (−1)ũδ[u, v].

Remark 2.12. Loday–Leibniz algebras were introduced with the name ‘Leibniz algebras’ by Loday (see [29]) as
a noncommutative analogue of Lie algebras, i.e., the bracket is no longer skewsymmetric. In the current context,




⊂ Seci+j+1(A). We use
the notation ‘(−,−)’ for the odd Loday–Leibniz bracket as this is commonly used in the physics literature
to denote the antibracket as found in the BV-BRST formalism. The reader should also keep in mind the
Schouten–Nijenhuis bracket of multivector fields. It is possible to consider a symmetrised version of an odd
derived bracket, but this non-longer satisfies the Jacobi identity. For details the reader should consult the
original literature [26].
Proposition 2.13. The left Leibniz rule for the odd Loday–Leibniz bracket is
(u, fv) = ρL(u)f v + (−1)
(ũ+1)f̃ f(u, v),
where ρL(u) := −[ρ(u), Qq] = (−1)
ũ LQqρ(u). Moreover, the left odd anchor ρL : Sec(A) → Vect(M) satisfies
ρL(u, v) = (−1)
ũ+ṽ [ρ(δu), ρ(δv)],
for all u and v ∈ Sec(A) and f ∈ C∞(M).
Proof. Starting with the left Leibniz rule, a direct computations established the result.





f v + (−1)(ũ+1)f̃ f(u, v)
= −[ρ(u), Qq]f v + (−1)
(ũ+1)f̃ f(u, v).
Similarly, a direct computation shows that
ρL(u, v) = −[ρ(u, v), Qq] = (−1)
ũ+1 [[ρ(δu), ρ(v)], Qq]
= (−1)ṽ+1 [Qq, [ρ(δu), ρ(v)]] = (−1)
ṽ+1 [Qq, [[Qq, ρ(u)], ρ(v)]]
= (−1)ũ+ṽ [[Qq, ρ(u)], [Qp, ρ(v)]] = (−1)
ũ+ṽ [ρ(δu), ρ(δv)].

Proposition 2.14. The right Leibniz rule for the odd Loday–Leibniz bracket is
(fu, v) = f (u, v)− (−1)(ũ+f̃+1)(ṽ+1) ρL(v)f u+ (−1)
ũ δ [fu, v].
Proof. The proof follows directly using the ‘anomaly’ to the symmetry of the odd Loday–Leibniz bracket (2.1),
i.e., the term (−1)ũδ[u, v], and Proposition 2.13. 
As the ‘anomaly’ to the symmetry of the odd Loday–Leibniz bracket is a δ-exact term, it is unsurprising that
the left and right Leibniz rules are similarly related.
Remark 2.15. The odd Loday–Leibniz bracket structure on Sec(A) is a generalised version of a Loday or
Leibniz algebroid. There have been several non-equivalent definitions of a Loday algebroid in the literature,
the reader can consult [18, 32] and references therein for details. The standard motivating example of a Loday
algebroid is a Courant algebroid equipped with the Courant–Dorfman bracket (see [11, 14]). Often in literature
one only requires that there be a left Leibniz rule in the definition of a Leibniz algebroid, see for example [22].
In our case, the lack of skewsymmetry is precisely controlled and so we can directly consider what happens with
both the left and right Leibniz rules.
Definition 2.16. Let (A, q) be a QLA. A section u ∈ Sec(A) is said to be left central with respect to the odd
Loday–Leibniz bracket if (u, v) = 0 for all v ∈ Sec(A). Similarly, a section u ∈ Sec(A) is said to be right central
with respect to the odd Loday–Leibniz bracket if (v, u) = 0 for all v ∈ Sec(A). If a section is both left and
right central with respect to the odd Loday–Leibniz bracket then it is said to be central with respect to the odd
Loday–Leibniz bracket.
It is obvious that if a section u ∈ Sec(A) is central with respect to the Lie bracket, then it is central with
respect to the odd Loday–Leibniz bracket.
Proposition 2.17. Let (A, q) be a QLA. The homological section q is central with respect to the odd Loday–
Leibniz bracket that it generates.
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Proof. The left central property is obvious; (q, v) = −[[q, q], v] = 0 as [q, q] = 0. The right central property
follows from the skewsymmetry and Jacobi identity for the Lie bracket;
(v, q) = (−1)ṽ [[q, v], q] = [q, [q, v]] = [[q, q], v]− [q, [q, v]] = −(−1)ṽ[[q, v], q] = −(v, q).
Thus, (v, q) = 0 for any v ∈ Sec(A). 
Example 2.18. Let (M,Q) be a Q-manifold, then we have the natural structure of a QLA on TM . The
associated odd Loday–Leibniz bracket on Vect(M) is given by
(X,Y ) = (−1)X̃ [[Q,X ], Y ].
One can easily see that
(X, fY ) = (−1)X̃ LQX(f)Y + (−1)
(X̃+1)f̃ f (X,Y ),






Example 2.19. As a more specific example of the previous example, consider a purely even Lie algebroid A.
Then (ΠA,Q) is a Q-manifold and (TΠA,Q) is a QLA. Lie algebroid (pseudo-)forms are functions on ΠA,
i.e., Ω•(A) = C∞(ΠA), and in turn, Der(Ω•(A)) ∼= Vect(ΠA). Thus, Der(Ω•(A)) comes canonically equipped
with an odd Loday–Leibniz bracket. Restricting attention even further to the tangent bundle of a purely even
manifold we see that the space of derivations of differential forms comes with an odd Loday–Leibniz bracket
generated by the de Rham differential.
2.3. Representations and differential modules. Recall that an A-valued connection on a vector bundle
τ : E → M is an even linear operator
∇ : Sec(A) × Sec(E) −→ Sec(E),
that satisfies the following;




(3) ∇fus = f∇us,
(4) ∇ufs = ρ(u)f s+ (−1)
ũf̃f∇us,
for all u and v ∈ Sec(A), s and s′ ∈ Sec(E), and f ∈ C∞(M). The curvature of an A-value connection is
R(u, v)s = [∇u,∇v]s−∇[u,v]s.
Remark 2.20. As far as we are aware, Lie algebroid connections were first introduced by Mackenzie [33]. In
the above definition we have, of course, generalised this slightly to the case of Lie superalgebroids.
A Lie algebroid representation of A on E is a choice of flat A-valued connection, i.e., an A-valued connection
such that R(u, v) = 0 for all u and v ∈ Sec(A). Now suppose that (A, q) is a QLA and that a Lie algebroid
representation has been chosen. Then we have a canonical odd endomorphism
∇q : Sec(E) −→ Sec(E),
that satisfies
∇qfs = Qq(f) s+ (−1)









Thus, the sections of E come with a differential that satisfies the natural generalisation of Leibniz rule. In other
words, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.21. Let (A, q) be a QLA, E be a vector bundle and let ∇ be a Lie algebroid representation of
A on E. Then (Sec(E), ∇q) is a differential C
∞(M)-module1.





and an associated cohomology. Note that if we have a purely even Lie algebroid A, then ∇q = 0 as the only
homological section is the zero section. Similarly, if E is purely even, then ∇q is the zero map, i.e., sends all
sections to the zero section. Thus, interesting cohomology groups can only exist if both A and E are both super.
Example 2.22. Let (A, q) be a QLA over M and assume that there exists a flat A-valued connection ∇ on
TM . Then (Vect(M),∇q) is a differential C
∞(M)-module.
1For the definition of a differential (graded) module see Stacks-Project, Section 09JH.
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Example 2.23. Let (E,∇) be a vector bundle over M equipped with a flat linear connection. Furthermore,
if (M,Q) is a Q-manifold, then (Sec(E),∇Q) is a differential C
∞(M)-module. A little more specifically, if
E = TM and ∇ is a flat affine connection then (Vect(TM),∇Q) is a differential C
∞(M)-module.
Remark 2.24. If the connection is not flat, then we have ∇2q =
1
2R(q, q), where R(q, q) is and even endo-
morphism of Sec(E). One can easily show that ∇2qfs = f ∇
2
qs. We then see that (Sec(E), ∇q) is a ‘curved
differential C∞(M)-module’.
If we consider an A-connection on A, for brevity we will say “a connection on A”, then we have the notion
of the torsion of a connection:
T (u, v) := ∇uv − (−1)
ũṽ ∇vu− [u, v].
Proposition 2.25. Let (A, q) be a QLA equipped with a connection ∇, then q is ∇q-closed if the connection is
torsion-free, i.e., T (u, v) = 0 for all u and v ∈ Sec(A).
Proof. This is clear as directly from the definition of the torsion we have ∇qq =
1
2T (q, q). 
Example 2.26. Let (M,Q) be a Q-manifold equipped with an affine connection (not necessarily flat). Then
∇QQ = 0 if the affine connection is torsion-free. Furthermore, if the supermanifold is n|2m-dimensional or
n|n-dimensional then it can be equipped with an even or odd Riemannian structure, respectively. In either case
we have the Levi-Civita connection, which just as in the classical setting is torsion-free.
2.4. An associated bi-complex and Q-algebroids. We will change our point of view slightly and con-
sider (ΠA,Q) to be the ‘correct’ starting definition of a Lie algebroid (see [42]). Recall that we have an odd
isomorphism
ι : Sec(A) → Vect−(ΠA)





where Vect−(ΠA) denotes the space of weight minus one vector fields on ΠA. Note that this forms an abelian
Lie algebra under the standard Lie bracket of vector fields. The anchor map and Lie algebroid bracket are
recovered using the derived bracket formalism (see [26, 44])
ρ(u)f = [Q, ιu]f = (−1)
ũ ιu(Qf), ι[u,v] = (−1)
ũ [[Q, ιu], ιv].





[[Q,Q], ιu] = 0,
[Lu, Lv] = (−1)
ũ [Q, [[Q, ιu], ιv]]− (−1)
ũ [[Q,Lu], ιv] = L[u,v].
From the above, we observe that, for a QLA (A, q),
Qq(f) = [Q, ιq]f = −ιq(Qf).
Moreover, it is clear that


























Theorem 2.27. Let (A, q) be a QLA. Then (ΠA,Q,Lq) is a Q-algebroid, see Definition 1.2.
Proof. Comparing with Definition 1.2, it is clear from (2.2) that we have a Q-algebroid. 
Remark 2.28. Clearly, as the pair of homological vector fields commute, Q̂ := Lq +Q ∈ Vect(ΠA) is itself a
homological vector field, albeit inhomogeneous in weight. Thus, once a homological section has been chosen,
we have an L∞-algebroid structure on A concentrated in degrees zero and one (see [8, 24]).
Example 2.29. Given a Q-manifold (M,Q), from the Cartan calculus, in particular [d, LX ] = 0 and [LX , LY ] =
L[X,Y ] for abrbitary vector fields X and Y ∈ Vect(M), it is clear that (ΠTM, d, LQ), is a Q-algebroid.
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The space of Lie algebroid forms we define as Ω•(A) := A(ΠA) =
⊕
Ap(ΠA), i.e., fibre-wise polynomials on
ΠA, or in other words, functions of homogeneous weight. This is essentially no different to defining differential
forms on a manifold M in terms of function on ΠTM . Lie algebroid forms naturally form a (Z2,N)-graded
algebra where the commutation rules are defined in via the Grassmann parity. We will denote Lie algebroid
p-forms of parity i as Ωpi (A). Note that Q is weight one, while Lq is of weight zero, but both have parity one.
It is clear that (Ω•(A), Q, Lq) is a bi-differential algebra, i.e., a (super)commutative algebra equipped with two


































Note that Ω0(A) = C∞(M) and that Lqf = Qq(f) for any function f ∈ C
∞(M) and so the first vertical
complex is the standard complex of (M,Qq). Note that there are no Lie algebroid top forms (unless we have a
pure even Lie algebroid) and so the complex is unbounded.

























A quick calculation shows that Q2 = 0. We argued that any odd section of the form q = θ q(x) t is homological.
Using the odd isomorphism we have


















We remark that odd p-forms that do not contain ξ, i.e., ω = zpθ ω(x), this is well-defined as we only consider
linear changes of fibre coordinates, are Lq-closed.
2.5. Morphisms of Q-Lie algebroids. Let (A, [−,−]A, ρA) and (B, [−,−]B, ρB) be Lie algebroids. Recall










is a morphism of Lie algebroids (see [21]) if and only if ΦΠ : ΠA→ ΠB is a morphism of Q-manifolds (see [41]),
i.e.,
(2.6) QA ◦ (Φ
Π)∗ = (ΦΠ)∗ ◦QB .
In order to establish a generalisation of (2.6) for odd sections of a vector bundle we need to change picture
slightly and consider s ∈ Sec1(A) as an algebra morphism
(sΠ)∗ : OΠA(|ΠA|) −→ OM (|M |).
Note that the shift in parity is essential for odd sections. Locally we can write
(sΠ)∗(xa, ξα) = (xa, sα(x)).
Definition 2.31. Let s ∈ Sec1(A) and r ∈ Sec1(B) be two odd sections of the vector bundles A and B,
respectively. Furthermore, let Φ : A → B be a morphisms of vector bundles. Then s and r are said to be
Φ-related if and only if
(sΠ)∗ ◦ (ΦΠ)∗ = φ∗ ◦ (rΠ)∗ .
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(2.7) sα(x)Φ µα (x) = r
µ(φ(x)).
Definition 2.32. Let (A, qA) and (B, qB) be QLAs. Then a vector bundle morphism Φ : A→ B is a morphism
of Q-Lie algebroids if and only if
(1) Φ is a Lie algebroid morphism, and
(2) qA and qB are Φ-related.
Evidently, we can compose morphisms of QLAs and so we can define the category of Q-Lie algebroids in the
obvious way. The notion of an isomoprhism of QLAs is clear.
We remind the reader that a morphism of Lie algebroids intertwines the respective anchor maps and that in




= Φ µα (x)ρ
i
µ(φ(x)).













Proposition 2.33. Let (A, qA) and (B, qB) be QLAs. Then if Φ : A → B is a morphism of Q-Lie algebroids
(see Definition 2.32) then
φ : (M,QM ) −→ (N,QN ),
is a morphisms of Q-manifolds, i.e.,
QM ◦ φ
∗ = φ∗ ◦QN .



































For base preserving morphisms Φ : A → B, we have a C∞(M)-module homomorphism (using the same
symbol) Φ : Sec(A) → Sec(B) such that
(1) ρA = ρB ◦ Φ,
(2) Φ[u, v]A = [Φ(u),Φ(v)]B , and
(3) Φ(qA) = qB.
Naturally, we have ρA(qA) = ρB(qB) = QM .
Proposition 2.34. Let (A, qA) and (B, qB) be QLAs over the same base M . Suppose that Φ : A → B is a
morphism of QLAs (acting as the identity on M). Then











for all u and v ∈ Sec(A).
Proof. These follow as direct consequences of the definition of odd Loday–Leibniz brackets as derived brackets.
Specifically,















(2) Considering Φ(u, fv)A together with Proposition 2.13 and the above shows that




f ± f (Φ(u),Φ(v))B ,
and so the desired result is established. 
Remark 2.35. Morphisms of Lie algebroids over different bases are not easy to describe in classical terms of
brackets and anchors (see [34, Section 4.3]). The source of the problem is that one cannot pushforward sections
and so compatibility of the brackets is a non-obvious statement. Due to this we will refrain from spelling out
morphisms of QLAs over different bases in these terms.
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2.6. Modular classes of Q-Lie algebroids. Recall that the modular class of a Q-manifold (M,Q) is the
standard cohomology class of the divergence of the homological vector field [30, 31], i.e.,
Mod(Q) := [DivρQ]st.
The modular class is independent of any chosen Berezin volume ρ as any other choice of Berezin volume leads
to a divergence that differs by something Q-exact. The vanishing of the modular class is the necessary and
sufficient condition for the existence of a Q-invariant Berezin volume. Q-manifolds with vanishing modular class






Note that this is not invariant under changes of local coordinates, only the divergence of Q is truly invariant.
However, as we are always dropping Q-exact terms, the local characteristic representative is meaningful. For a
review of modular classes of Q-manifolds and further references the reader may consult [9].
The modular class of a Lie algebroid (see [15]) can be understood/defined in precisely these terms - the earliest
reference that we are aware of where this is spelled out is Grabowski [17]. A QLA (A, q) can be considered as a
Q-manifold in two different, but related, ways, either as (ΠA,Q) or (ΠA,Lq). We wish to now briefly examine
the relation between the respective modular classes.
Using (2.3) and (2.4) the local characteristic representatives are

















The above can then be written as
(2.10) φq(x) = −ιqφQ(x, ξ).
Proposition 2.36. Let (A, q) be a QLA. Then if the modular class of (ΠA,Q) vanishes, then so does the
modular class of (ΠA,Lq).
Proof. This is obvious in light of (2.10). 
Corollary 2.37. If the modular class of (ΠA,Q) vanishes, then there exists a Berezin volume on ΠA that is
both Q-invariant and Lq-invariant.










(2) Q(φq) + Lq(φQ) = 0, where we have not written the obvious restriction.
Proof.
(1) From Remark 2.28, Q̂ = Lq+Q is a homological vector field and so DivρQ̂ is Q̂-closed. Using the linear






























= 0, obtain the desired result.
(2) This follows from (1) using the local description of the divergence. We choose some Berezin volume
ρ = D[x] ρ(x), where D[x] is the coordinate Berezin density. Explicitly
Q
(






= Q(φq) + Lq(φQ) + [Q,Lq](log(ρ)) = 0.
Using the fact that [Q,Lq] = 0 establishes the result.

2.7. Comments on almost Lie algebroids. If one drops the Jacobi identity for the bracket on sections of
an anchored vector bundle, but keep the skewsymmetry, Leibniz rule, and the compatibility of the anchor and
bracket we have a so-called almost Lie algebroid (see [19, 20]). We remark that almost Lie algebroids naturally
appear in geometric mechanics. The notion of a homological section of an almost Lie algebroid is exactly the
same as a homological section of a Lie algebroid, we can speak of a QALA. Due to the compatibility of the
bracket and anchor, the base manifold is again a Q-manifold (see Proposition 2.2). However, [q,−] is no longer
a differential. Thus, the derived bracket formalism does not work here. We cannot construct a derived bracket
on the space of sections of a QALA as we did for a QLA. In terms of Vaintrob’s description, for almost Lie
algebroids the homological condition is weakened to Q2f = 0, for all functions f on the base manifold (see [10,
Proposition 2.9]). Thus, one can speak of exact one-forms and the modular class of an almost Lie algebroid is
well-defined. In general, we have a quasi-bi-complex associated with a QALA, rather than a genuine bi-complex.
Other than the already highlighted points, the rest of this paper generalises directly to QALAs.
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If we further drop the compatibility of the bracket and anchor, we have a skew algebroid. While the notion
of a homological section here still makes sense, there is little structure to work with. For example, the base
manifold need not be a Q-manifold. It seems that while the Jacobi identity can be relaxed and interesting
“homological structures” can still be defined, relaxing the compatibility of the bracket and anchor is too harsh.
3. Closing remarks
In this paper, we gave the notion of a homological section of a Lie (super)algebroid and examined some
direct consequences thereof. Lie algebroids equipped with such a section, Q-Lie algebroids as we refer to them,
are direct generalisations of Q-manifolds. They should also simultaneously be viewed as the oidification (or
horizontal categorification) of Lie algebras equipped with a homological element. We again stress that rephrasing
algebro-geometric structures in terms of Q-manifolds has been very fruitful and is expected to continue to be so.
Speculatively, we suggest that novel and interesting structures could be encoded in Q-Lie algebroids, possibly
equipped with a further structure such as a compatible grading. This all awaits to be explored.
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